RESOLUTION

accepting

A GIFT OF COMPUTER EQUIPMENT

for

CONNECTICUT STATE UNIVERSITY

September 4, 1987

WHEREAS, Compucard, Inc. has donated to Connecticut State University a two-year old DEC Vaxstation 100 system, consisting of a high resolution 19 inch monitor, a system unit, and a keyboard, which system had a value of approximately $10,000 when new, therefore, be it

RESOLVED, That the Board of Trustees for Connecticut State University accepts this DEC Vaxstation 100 system and expresses its appreciation and gratitude to Compucard, Inc.

A Certified True Copy:

[Signature]

Dallas K. Beal
President
The equipment donated to us was a Vaxstation 100 system. The value of the system when new was about $10,000. The equipment will be used and tested to determine its applicability for use in the academic program.

The person to send the resolution to is:
Ms. Karen Furlong, Manager of Computer Services, Compucard, 40 Oakview Dr., Trumbull, Ct.

Jim

The official name of the company is Compucard, Inc. The equipment is about 2 years old.

The purpose for the equipment is to provide a high resolution, high quality, simultaneous multiple access to the VAX mainframe. This allows faster and easier program development.

The equipment is being donated to CSU.

If it proves not usable in the academic program, we will use it for program development assistance in our own department. Jim